INTRODUCTION
In the mid-seventies, Schmit and his coworkers showed that applications of nonlinear programming methods to large structural design problems could prove cost effective, provided that suitable approximation concepts were introduced (Schmit and Farshi (1974),
Schmit and Miura (1976)). They combined the now familiar techniques of intermediate variable definition, explicit approximation, reduced basis and design variable linking as
well as constraint deletion and regionalization. This paper reviews the basic ideas underlying approximation concepts as well as some recent results. The emphasis is on methods that are generic in that they are applicable to any engineering discipline and are largely independent of the details of the analysis methodology used. As a consequence, the paper will not cover the closely connected field of solution of perturbed analysis equations also known as approximate reanalysis techniques. There are many excellent reviews of this field including Arora (1976), Kitsch (1984) on the static equilibrium equation, and Murthy and Haftka (1988) on the eigenvalue problem.
We identify three general categories of approximations. In a globa/approximation, the approximation concept is valid for the whole design space or, at least, large regions of it. In local approximation the approximatiOn is only valid in the vicinity of a point in the design space. Finally, some approaches attempt to give global qualities to Zocal approximations,
gL(x) = g(Xo) + -=o,) Xo i=i
For some applications the linear approximation is inaccurate even for design points-X that are close to Xo. Accuracy can be increased by retaining additional terms in the Taylor series expansion. This, however, requires the costly calculation of higher-order derivatives. Instead, many researchers tried to obtain other approximations that use only first derivatives but which can be more accurate than the linear approximation.
One approximation of this type is the reciprocal approximation which is a linear approximation in y_, the reciprocal of z,,
Xi Its frequent use reflects the fact that many of the early structural optimization studies were performed on structures consisting of truss or plane stress elements. The design variables in these studies were usually the cross-sectional areas of the truss elements and the thicknesses of the plane-stress elements.
For statically determinate structures, stress and displacement constraints are linear functions of the reciprocals of these design variables.
Even for statically indeterminate structures, using the reciprocals of the design variables still proved to be a useful device in making the constraints more linear (see, for example, Storaasli and Sobieszczanski, 1974, and Noor and Lowder, 1975a) . The reciprocal approximation can be written in terms of the original design variables as ()
One of the attractive features of the reciprocal approximation, even for statically indeterminate structures, is that it preserves the property of scaling. That is, when the stiffness matrix is a homogeneous function of order h in the components of X the displacements are a homogenous function of order -h in the components of X. For truss and membrane elements h = 1, so that the displacements are a homogeneous function of the reciprocal of the design variables. If all the design variables are scaled by a factor, the displacement vector is scaled by the reciprocal of that factor. The reciprocal approximation preserves this scaling property, and therefore it is exact for scaling the design. Fuchs (1980) , and Hajali and Fuchs (1989) have investigated the importance of the homogeneity property, and proposed a family of constraints that generalize the reciprocal approximation to any order of homogeneity.
One problem with the reciprocal approximation is that it becomes unbounded when one of the variables approaches zero. This is acceptable when the design variables are bounded away from zero, as is the case in many structur_ problems. However, it can result in large errors when one of the design variables becomes very small. To correct this deficiency Haftka and Shore (1979) Another approximation, called the conservative approximation (Starnes and , is a hybrid form of the linear and reciprocal approximations which is more conservative than either. It is particularly suitable for interior and extended interior penalty function methods which do not toiet_{te constraint violations well. To obtain the conservative approximation, we start by subtracting the reciprocal approximation from the linear approximation ga(X) = ,_ .
• i=l ;;Ci _ Xo
The sign of each term in the sum is determined by the sign of the ratio ((:3g/Oz_)/::oi which is also the sign of the product Zo_(Og/Oz_). Design variables for which this product is negative contribute to make the reciprocal approximation more positive than the linear approximation, and vice versa. Since the constraint is usually expressed as g(X) < 0, a more positive approximation is more conservative. The conservative approximation, gc, is created by selecting for each design variable the more positive contribution
:cod:c; otherwise.
Note that G'_ = I corresponds to a linear approximation, and C, = to,/Z; corresponds to a reciprocal approximation in z,. There has been a systematic investigation of approximations based on using powers of the design variables (Prasad, 1983 , 1984a ,b, Woo, 1987 . Many of these are conservative and/or convex approximations, but it is important to note that the one presented here and the others are not guaranteed to be conservative in an absolute sense (that is, we do not know that the approximation is more conservative than the exact constraint, gc(X) > g(X)). The conservative approximation presented here is only more conservative than either the linear or reciprocal approximations.
Finally, it has been shown (e.g., Haftka, 1989 ) that the conservative-convex approximation tends to be less accurate than either the linear or the reciprocal approximation. Therefore, it should not be used unless its convexity or conservativeness are needed.
The reciprocalandconservativeapproximation destroythe linearity of the approximation, and the possibility of using sequential linear programming (SLP). Chart and Turtea (1978) used a nonlinear approximation that still permits the use of SLP. This is the posynomial approximation (Duffin, Peterson and Zener, 1967).
i=l where a_ is the logarithmic derivative of g,
ai -g(Xo) \0=_/Xo" Hajela (1982) ). This approach is applied at each Optimization iteration. All the design variables are ranked according to their combined measure of effectiveness (CME). Variables with low effectiveness are held constant during the current iteration, The remaining variable variations are linked to that of the variable with the highest CME, in effect replacing the original multi-variable optimization problem by a sequence of single variable subproblems. Hajela and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski (1981) showed reduction in analysis and gradient counts on conventional problems with up to 13 variables.
GLOBAL APPROXIMATIONS
Global approximations are valid for the whole design space or large areas of it. As such, they are ,Jsed to modify the formulation of the problem from the outset and generate an alternate formulation that is more tractable. Global function approximations techniques include the generation of response surfaces; global problem approximations include the introduction of intermediate variable or response quantities as well methods to reduce the number of design variables in the problem.
Global Function Approximations
Response Surface Approach A natural approach to solving an optimization problem is to first build approximate analytical response surfaces giving the dependent variables as functi6hS of the independentva-dabies.
Then an optimization algorithm can be used to optimize the approximate problem. Typically, these response surfaces are global in that they cover the whole design space, although, this is not necessary. Depending on the quality of the response surfaces, the resulting design can be used as a final solution or high-quality starting point for an ultimate optimization with direct coupling to a structural
analysis.
The main challenge in generating response surfaces is to do so without an excessive number of exact analyses. in their study were derived from deceleration data generated by simulation programs. They first approximated the deceleration time histories by polygonal profiles; they then constructed response surfaces to relate the parameters describing the polygonal profiles to their structural design variables. Using polynomials of up to third power, they required over 200 sets of simulation results for fitting 11 crash signature parameters with 7 design variables.
After optimizing the problem they retained the model to conduct inexpensive univariate sensitivity studies. Schoofs (1987) described small mechanical engineering problems (design of pin joints, bearing joints, beam cross-sectional shape and heart leaflet valves).
He also described at !ength the challenging design of the shape of a carillon bell to prescribed natural frequency ratios. The shape design variables were 7 radii, describing the bell cross-section in a vertical plane. and outputdata and then iterativelyadjustingweightsin the connectionsbetweencomputing elements so that its output matchesthe known output data. Once trained, the networkcan be used to replace complexand time-consuminganalysisprocedures. In thatsense,neuralnetworkscan be thoughtof as an alternateapproachto globalfunction approximation. Hajela and Berke describedhow neural networksare able to abstract key informationandpatternspresentin theirinputsets. Also, they showedthat networks are fault tolerantin that they are relativelyinsensitivetodegenerationof a few computing elementsor to corruptionof a few data sets. Althoughvery differentconceptually,neural networksand responsesurfacesprovidethe same type of informationand present a lot of the same advantagesand disadvantages.
On the One hand both methodologies i)
require for input a number of analyses of the system considered, ii) can accommodate input from different sources (including analytical and experimental), iii) are adaptive in that they can be improved as more information becomes available, and, finally, iv) provide a rapid analysis capability that is global and can be reused many times at little or no additional cost. On the other hand, both require a significant amount of up-front computa- For problems in which some constraints are quite expensive to calculate, bounds can be developed for the constraints which are significantly easier to calculate and which will help provide bounds on the optimum solution. These bounds then replaced the original constraints in their optimization problem. One such example was given by MUls-Curran and Schmit (1983) in an application of optimization under dynamic behavior constraints. In that application, they developed time-dependent upper bounds for dynamic displacement and stress constraints which are valid for lightly damped systems away from resonant forcing conditions.
Global Problem Approximations
One of the most direct approaches to approximating a problem formulation is the use of simplified analysis models. On the one hand, the simplification can be to obtain the numerical solution with, for example, a coarser finite element mesh discretization. where p is a user-specified parameter which controls how close the envelope is to the original constraints. Hajela (1982) first proposed this approach to fold all the constraints of a problem in a single envelope. In the shape optimization of a three-dimensional solid, Barthelemy et aL (1988) used this formulation to reduce the total number of constraints handled by the optimizer from 421 to 14.
Design Variable Linking and Reduced Basis Method

MID-RANGE APPROXIMATIONS
Mid-range approximations are an attempt to endow local function approximations with a wider range of applicability. Two general devices are used for this purpose. The first is the use of information at several points, and the second is the combination of a local approximation and a global approximation. There are no mid-range problem approximations.
Multlpolnt Approximations
Because the optimization process requires the calculation of constraints and their derivatives at more than one point, it makes sense to try and use the information and construct approximations based on that data, that would have a wider range of accuracy than approximations based on information at a single point. Early work in this area was limited to using the values of the constraint functions generated in a line search to construct a polynomial approximation along that line (e.g., Kirsch and Toledano, 1983). More recent work investigates the use of data generated during several optimization iterations for the purpose of generating approximations in an entire region of the design space. Haftka et al. (1989) examined approximations based on two and three points. One approach that they employed was based on the modified reciprocal approximation, Eq. (4), where the information on the derivatives at a second point was used to estimate the best values of the z,_,'s. However, the results indicated that while the approximation was good when it represented interpolation (for example, at points inside the triangle formed by three data points in a three-point approximation), the improvement in accuracy was marginal when it represented extrapolation.
A two-point approximation that shows more promise was proposed by Fadel et aL (1990) . The approximation is a linear approximation in the variables
as suggested by Prasad (1983). However, while Prasad suggested the choice of arbitrary exponentials, here the exponentials p_ are selected to match the data at a second point.
The linear approximation in terms of yi may be written in terms of the original variables xi as
If we have the value of the derivatives at another design point, X=, we can now impose the condition that
Oz, ) Xl
From this equation p_ can be extracted
Belegundu et aL (1990) developed a two-point posynomiai approximation (Eq. 8).
They used a least-square approach to find the approximation parameters, matching not only the value of the function and its gradient at the current point but also the value of the function at a second point. Except for one set of frequency approximations, they showed significantly improved approximations for small conventional problems when comparing their results with linear, quadratic, reciprocal and one-point posynomial approximations.
Another multipoint approximation has been proposed by Rasmussen (1990 
where sp is a positive number that defines the range of the influence, and the Euclidean norm is used. It is suggested that a good choice for sp is = llXo -x,,il ,
where a is a constant. The cumulative approximation gc is given as
where gL(x) is the linear approximation (Eq. 1) based on data at Xp. The exponential decay is an attractive feature of the approximation because it limits the influence of far away points. However, the cumulative approximation fails to take advantage of the derivatives at the other points, which are typically available.
Finally, it is worth noting that in many cases in optimization, it maybe unnecessary to combine the data from several point into a single approximation.
Instead a constraint g < 0 is replaced not only by its most recent linearization, but by several of its previous linearizations (see, for example, Mistree et al. (1981) ).
Scaling or Local-Global Approximations
Because of computational constraints, optimization is often performed on the basis of a model of the structure that is simpler than the one which is used for analysis of the same structure. Such a simpler model is based 
Then the scaled globaiapproximation,
The scaling is likely to improve the quality of the global approximation near Xo, but it may increase the error far from Xo if the scale factor varies significantly with X. Haftka (i991) Suggested using a linear approximation to the scale factor. That is, "
and then the linear-scale-factor approximation is given as
where 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
